
September 2020 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday before 2021! 

Not the Photo Competition Winner 

There have been no photos submitted for the competition since the February meeting but 
here’s a picture of one of the most beautiful parts of the world. Read about how it came to be 
taken inside this issue. 
 



Chairman’s Chat 
 Well it seems like the new normal is setting in and fortunately we are still managing to get 
out and about flying at present. The committee and I (yes there still is one ;)), would like to 
say how much we have appreciated that during these challenging times the vast majority of 
members and visitors have adhered to the clubs requests regarding restrictions on various 
sites. Other than the odd infringement at Chapel Porth, during the period when it was shut, 
by a local pilot which could have cost us the site, things have gone pretty well, thank you. 
 So to the future: we will continue to be guided by our governing body, but at present things 
are carrying on as “normal” and as long as we are not gathering in groups of more than six 
there is no reason for anyone to get upset with us. 
Carbis Bay is hopefully available as of November so keep your fingers crossed that our good 
behaviour pays off... And a reminder that Vault is open but we need to contact the farmer 
before flying. Please let me know if you wish to go there and I will give him a call. 
It’s great to see some new members in the club and their enthusiasm as they start their 
flying with us; hopefully it will infect some of us long time fliers and get us out and up in the 
air more often.   
Club meetings are still on hold and fortunately there has been little to deal with other than a 
few site issues and Covid, so all good. The committee has had little to do, hence the silence 
on that front, but if anyone would like to join it and help out they are welcome as there are 
still some vacancies... 
A special thanks to Tim J for producing some bulletins in these lean times and to those who 
have contributed to them, it’s much appreciated. 
On a personal matter some of you will be aware that I am back (Cloud 9) doing a few 
tandems and limited amount of teaching to see how I hold up before making a decision either 
way. 
Please let me or any of the other committee members know if you have any matters, 
thoughts or help you can give which may help the club along the way. 
Thank you and all the best  
 
Phippsy 
 

KHPA XC leagues as of 30-09-20
  
At last we have some proper scores to put on the door. Kicking it off was Steve Hawken, 
posting XCs on his paraglider on consecutive days in August; then came our Great Leader, 
with a flight from Carn Brea on his paraglider then a hangy flight from St Agnes. Well done 
chaps. Now who’s going to put up some competition? Get yer gliders out and go fly XC. 
 
XC leagues to 30-09-2020 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 67.0 

2 Tim Jones 7.99 

Paragliding Name Total 

1 Steve Hawken 23.4 

2 Graham Phipps 12.4 

XC flights this month 

SH 

GP 



A day out at Corn Ridge 
30th August 2020 
By Frank H 
I’ve been flying, when I can, for about six 
years now and logged 154 hours and in all 
that time I have only ever flown the coastal 
sites Perran, Agnes, Chapel, Carbis, Vault, 
Batten Cliffs, Freathy and Maker Heights. 
My main reason for not going inland is that 
I and my body haven’t liked the idea of 
carrying weighty things for any distance for 
some time now, plus, walking time could be 
wasted flying time. But anyway, I have 
lighter gear now and thought it was about 
time I bit the bullet and had a go at 
something inland so I tried my luck at Corn 
Ridge on Dartmoor.  
Corn Ridge is only about 34 miles from me 
with my place being just three miles from 
the A30 and Corn Ridge being about two 
miles from the A30 so pretty straight 
forward. 
There were plenty of cars parked-up when I 
got there but I managed to find a spot 
close to where I needed to start my walk 
up. Chris Squibbs had just parked and gave 
advice on the best route up for an old git. I 
don’t know how long the walk up took me 
but I had to stop a few times plus one sit 
down on a reasonably placed boulder. 
I think the Flybubble forecast was for 
something like 15mph winds from the north 
plus loads of stars indicating there could be 
rather a lot of lift around. I checked the 
wind speed and it did appear to be gusting 
around that sort of speed. 15mph wouldn’t 
normally bother me too much but looking 
at all the large boulders laying around, I 
did get the feeling that it was perhaps too 
strong for my first go. Having said all that, 
there were a number of pilots up in the 
buoyant conditions and I watched a few 
launch without too much bother but 
Darren, Chris and Malcolm Worth were all 
on the ground so that was good enough 
reason for me to stay put. 
Time dragged by and I was getting colder 
and colder and close to the point of bottling 
it when the wind seemed to go a bit 
calmer. Malcolm laid out his gear and 
launched from a spot I had eyed up earlier 
then Chris went from the same place so, as 
I had suited up, I thought I suppose I’ll 

have to have a go with loads of pairs of 
eyes watching. 
I tried to be really good preparing the wing 
and checking for snags and tucking the 
wingtips under as they like to snag but 
when I started to inflate I spotted that a 
line had knotted a small part of the trailing 
edge so put it back down, cleared the knot 
and had another go. 

I started inflating the wing again and the 
wing tip to my right tucked through the 
lines so abort and clear that. Normally this 
wing could be launched just by leaning 
back with a small or no input to the ‘As’ but 
on my third attempt the bloody thing just 
floated around in front of me, then the 
wing tip to my right tucked through the 
lines once more; what a sod! 
Right! This time the wing is going up!! I 
started the pull-up on the ‘As’, the wingtip 
to my right went through the lines again 
but I kept pulling up and as the wing 
inevitably tilted over to my right I then 
switched to tip touching/cobra mode and 
pumped out the wingtip; fluke or what? 
Then I brought the wing back up and as it 
came overhead it pitched forward and I 
quickly went with it straight into the lumpy 
bumpy air and up I went. So, finally, I got 
away at about 1:50. 
I suppose the air was rougher than my 
roughest day at the coast on a mini wing 
but not as bad as my last scratching 
session in front of the derelict fort at 
Maker. The rocks on the beach, when hot, 
are something else, and whilst I had 
toughed it out on a previous occasion that 
last session was too much. I could hear the 
wing rustling above me and what with the 
violent bumps and pitching I decided it 

Lots of action at Corn Ridge 



would be better to live to fly another day so 
did a runner to the bottom landing. 
Back at Corn Ridge, bumping around, I 
found myself doing something I hadn’t felt 
the need to do before: wing watching, but 
then I hadn’t really had that sort of ground 
clearance before. I hung around the ridge a 
short while and then started to fly out into 
the headwind. The going was slow and 
bumpy and I can’t say there was any lift 
that I felt I could turn into; just strong 
bumps here and there. I suppose the wind 
may have been stretching and/or breaking 
the thermals into lumps? Anyway, I kept 
flying out with good height and could see 
Chris out in front of me and some distance 
below looking like she was heading for the 
car park. I wondered about doing likewise 

when things became calm; the wind was 
still there but smoother. 
I decided to turn back to the ridge and 
things started to go downhill. I managed to 
get myself a bit pinned in a corner and felt 
it necessary to carefully use the speed bar 
to get out of it and then the lift started 
dropping away. Things quickly got a bit 
crowded and I, along with another bloke, 
ended up going down. He landed sooner 
and kited back up the hill but I flew as far 
down as possible to reduce my walk back 
to the car, as time was getting on. 
Would I have another go sometime? Yes, 
especially if I can find a Sherpa to carry my 
gear. And if I got away with good lift like I 
did with the first effort, I would head out to 
the car park and see if I could stay up 
around there. 

 
 

Brand new competition 
Spot the gliders (like spot the ball only harder) 
 

 
 
Somewhere in this photo there are two extra gliders as well as Phippsy’s. 
To win the prize, all you have to do is circle the gliders and send the photo to the bulletin 
editor.  
The prize, awarded at the editor’s discretion, is a year’s subscription to your favourite 
publication. (No, not THAT one, THIS one!) Closing date 28th October. 



St Agnes, 27-09-2020 
By G Phipps 
Having decided not to head to High Cliff, 
Tim, Wyn and I pitched up at St Agnes for 
some social flying. Wyn was first off into 
what appeared from the modellers to be 
nice lift, although the lack of clouds 
compared to the previous day did not look 
good for thermal lift. A few minutes later I 
joined him and after “settling” the sail onto 
the airframe with a wing over or two we 
scooted off to the east along the ridge to a 
few scrappy clouds that were coming in. 

Surprisingly there was more lift than 
expected and we gently climbed a few 
hundred feet out of ridge lift before they 
passed by. Another mini street was coming 
in back towards launch so with trimmer on 
it was a fast glide back along the ridge to 
line up on them. Tim launched and came 
across to join us as the lift came through 
although being still in ridge lift he had a bit 
of catching up to do. 
Circling back, things, although not strong, 
were steady as we all climbed steadily. Tim 
being lowest was first to crack and despite 
a good effort just did not have enough 
height to commit. Wyn was next heading 
back from well over the Beacon and only a 
hundred or so feet below me and a little 
upwind. Still in steady 60 feet per minute 
and with no sign of better things upwind as 
the sky blued out, I was on my way. 

Downwind was pretty blue with the odd 

wispy cumulus forming and disappearing 
here and there. The lift slowed and 
disappeared as the “cloud” above me 
vapourised. A short glide to the next wispy 
saw a bit more of a climb before history 
repeated itself. This was pretty much the 
pattern of much of the flight although a 
slightly denser patch of cloud saw a 3 up 
(fpm) by the A30 take me to base at just 
short of 3200'amsl with some lovely views.  
Trying to work out which wisps would last 
long enough to use was the challenge but 
the odd bit of lift in the blue saved the day 
more than once. 
The A394 Helston to Falmouth road gave 
easier times, and time to watch the wake 
boarders zipping up and down the flooded 
quarry, along with Falmouth estuary 
looking gorgeous. 

Approaching the Helford and below 2000' 
things got a little trickier as even the faint 
wispies disappeared. A slight lapse in 
concentration whilst soaking in the superb 
views and people going about their 
business below probably didn’t help, but 
was worth it. Some elusive lift helped out 
but it was a struggle to get back much 
above 2000', a glide cross wind to a 

promising wispy proved fruitless as it 
vanished just on arrival and all that was 
left was bouncy sink. Tootling along over a 
series of ploughed and dark fields gave a 
few bumps but nothing useable and it was 

On my way 

Cloudbase over the A30 

Watching the wakeboarders 

A gentle climb over the Helford 



not long before planning a landing was 
order of the day.  

A nice, slightly upslope field was my choice 
and, with a fair breeze, keeping a good 
distance from the upwind trees gave an 
easy landing for just under 31k. A choice of 
two gates resulted in a cup of tea, choccy 
biscuit and meeting some very nice people; 
who knows what may have happened if I 
picked the other one! 

Thank you to Peachy for the launch and to 
Tim for the retrieve. The boys at High Cliff 
had a good day too; maybe, just maybe, 
we should have gone there … track log can 
be viewed here  if you’re interested ;)) 
 
 

 

And finally 
A view of Perran that we don’t often see in photos, by Peter Williams. 
 

 

My kind of field 


